
Energy prices
2021, 3rd quarter

Monthly market price of electricity almost record high in the
third quarter
The prices of electricity, natural gas and hard coal increased strongly in the third quarter. By
contrast, the rise in the price of crude oil levelled off. The rise in the price of natural gas and hard
coal reflected world market prices. The rise in fuel prices was also reflected in the price of
electricity, because electricity was produced with fuels in a poor water situation.

Fuel prices in heat production

The increase in the price of oil products imported to Finland evened out and the price of crude oil returned
to its pre-corona level in the third quarter. The rise in the consumer prices of liquid fuels continued. The
price of motor gasoline went up by four per cent, that of diesel by two per cent and the price of light fuel
oil by four per cent from July to September. Compared with September of the previous year, the price of
motor gasoline was 19 per cent higher, that of diesel 22 per cent higher and the price of light fuel oil 45
per cent higher.

Coal and natural gas are imported to Finland mainly to be used in energy production. The tax-free import
price of hard coal was around 60 per cent higher in the third quarter than in the second quarter. The rising
price trend is clear. Compared to one year ago, the price was more than double.

Quoting is encouraged provided Statistics Finland is acknowledged as the source.Helsinki 09.12.2021
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Comparable price data on natural gas start from the beginning of the year. The tax-free price of natural
gas was around 56 per cent higher in the third quarter than in the second quarter. The rising trend of natural
gas prices is also clear. From July to September, the price went up by around 40 per cent. The rise
percentages of taxable prices are smaller. The excise duty on power plant fuels rose at the beginning of
the year.

The rise in the price of forest chippings halted in the third quarter. Compared with the third quarter of last
year, the price of chippings had gone up by four per cent.

In the early part of 2021, the area price for Finland on the electricity market had risen from the record low
level of June 2020 to the level of 2019. In summer the rise in prices grew stronger. In September 2021,
the average system price was record high and the monthly area price for Finland was close to the records
of 2010. In just over a year, the system price thus rose from a record low level to record high. Price variation
is characteristic of the electricity market. As the volume of renewable production grows, price variation
increases. In addition to the poor water situation, the current situation is affected by the high demand for
electricity in Central Europe.

The rise in electricity market prices was also visible in the risen consumer prices of electricity. Households'
obligation to deliver prices rose by four to seven per cent from one year ago. Compared with the previous
quarter, the rise amounted to a few per cent. The prices for enterprise customers also went up by 6 to 26
per cent from the previous quarter. Compared with the year before, the price change was not uniform.
This is because of the source used. Household customers’ electricity prices are based on the obligation to
deliver prices published by the Energy Authority, while the prices of enterprise and corporate customers
are based on Statistics Finland's price inquiry on electrical energy. The obligation to deliver price reacts
slowly to changes in electricity prices on the Nordic electricity exchange.

The compilation of price statistics on sod peat has to be discontinued because data could not be collected
from sufficiently many data suppliers. The price of milled peat is not published for the same reason. Efforts
are made to expand the data collection of sod peat prices.
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Appendix tables

Appendix table 1. Energy taxes, precautionary stock fees and oil pollution fees

ElectricityFuels 1)Date
ProductionConsumption

ImportsHydro 
power

Nuclear
 
power

Electricity,
II5)

Electricity,
I4)

PeatNatural
gas

Hard
coal11)

Heavy 
fuel oil

Liquefied
petroleum
gas

Light
fuel
oil12)

Diesel
fuel3)

Motor- 
gasoline,
unleaded2)

c/kWh€/MWh€/tc/kgc/l

Excise taxes10)

-----0,340,172,690,34-0,3416,8221,531.1.1990

-----0,350,182,830,35-0,3517,4926,571.1.1991

-----0,350,182,830,35-0,3517,4928,261.1.1992

-----0,350,182,830,35-0,3517,4931,621.8.1992

0,10-0,100,250,250,700,355,611,12-1,4119,1739,521.1.1993

0,10-0,100,250,250,700,355,611,12-1,4116,6539,521.7.1993

0,220,030,35--0,351,0911,301,98-2,0517,2940,051.1.1994

0,370,070,40--0,590,9419,533,12-3,0227,5045,121.1.1995

0,370,070,40--0,590,9419,533,12-3,0227,5051,851.1.1996

---0,400,400,711,1928,423,72-4,8827,5051,851.1.1997

---0,240,560,711,1928,423,72-4,8827,5051,851.4.1997

---0,340,560,821,4033,404,34-5,5030,0255,221.1.1998

---0,420,691,511,7341,375,40-6,3730,0255,221.9.1998

---0,440,731,591,8243,525,68-6,7131,5958,081.1.2003

---0,440,73-1,8243,525,68-6,7131,5958,081.7.2005

---0,220,73-1,8243,525,68-6,7131,5958,081.1.2007

---0,250,87-2,01649,326,42-8,3536,0562,021.1.2008

---0,691,691,908,94126,9118,51-15,7036,0562,021.1.2011

---0,691,691,908,940126,9118,51-15,7046,6064,361.1.2012

---0,691,694,9011,38131,5318,93-15,9946,6064,361.1.2013

---0,691,894,9011,38131,5318,93-15,9949,3166,611.1.2014

---0,692,243,4015,36153,2421,84-18,3950,2667,451.1.2015

---0,692,243,4017,34177,3625,0824,8221,0550,2667,451.1.2016

---0,692,241,9017,34177,3625,0824,8221,0550,2667,451.3.2016

---0,692,241,9018,53189,8426,8326,5422,5252,6769,571.1.2017

---0,692,241,9019,78202,6928,6428,3224,0452,6769,571.1.2018

---0,692,243,0020,57200,5827,2327,9024,5352,6769,571.1.2019

---0,692,243,0020,57200,5827,2327,9024,5359,1375,281.8.2020

---0,052,245,7023,27219,2630,2631,3827,2359,1375,281.1.2021

Energy content tax8)

------3,0054,548,79-7,70-50,361.1.2011

------3,0054,548,79-7,7030,7050,361.1.2012

------4,4547,107,59-6,6530,7050,361.1.2013

------6,6547,107,59-6,6531,6551,201.1.2015

------6,6547,107,598,506,6531,6551,201.1.2016

------7,0549,938,059,017,0532,7752,191.1.2017

------7,5053,138,569,587,5032,7752,191.1.2018

------7,6352,778,569,817,6332,7752,191.1.2019

------7,6352,778,569,817,6334,5753,791.8.2020
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ElectricityFuels 1)Date
ProductionConsumption

ImportsHydro 
power

Nuclear
 
power

Electricity,
II5)

Electricity,
I4)

PeatNatural
gas

Hard
coal11)

Heavy 
fuel oil

Liquefied
petroleum
gas

Light
fuel
oil12)

Diesel
fuel3)

Motor- 
gasoline,
unleaded2)

c/kWh€/MWh€/tc/kgc/l

------10,3371,4511,5913,2910,3334,5753,791.1.2021

Carbon dioxide tax9)

------5,9472,379,72-8,00-11,661.1.2011

------5,9472,379,72-8,0015,9014,001.1.2012

------6,9384,4311,34-9,3415,9014,001.1.2013

------6,9384,4311,34-9,3418,6116,251.1.2014

------8,71106,1414,25-11,7418,6116,251.1.2015

------10,69130,2617,4916,3214,4018,6116,251.1.2016

------11,48139,9118,7817,5315,4719,9017,381.1.2017

------12,28149,5620,0818,7416,5419,9017,381.1.2018

------12,94147,8118,6718,0916,9019,9017,381.1.2019

------12,94147,8118,6718,0916,9024,5621,491.8.2020

Energy tax7)

---0,691,691,90-------1.1.2011

---0,691,694,90-------1.1.2013

---0,691,894,90-------1.1.2014

---0,692,243,40-------1.1.2015

---0,692,243,40-------1.1.2016

---0,692,241,90-------1.3.2016

---0,692,243,00-------1.1.2019

---0,052,243,00-------1.1.2021

Strategic stockpile fees
-------1,480,32-0,390,390,721.7.1984

---0,0130,013-0,0841,180,28-0,350,350,681.1.1997

---0,0130,013-0,0841,180,280,110,350,350,681.1.2016

Oil pollution fees6)

--------0,037-0,0310,0310,281.1.1990

--------0,050-0,0420,0420,0381.1.2005

--------0,150-0,1260,1260,1131.1.2010

--------0,000-0,0000,0000,0001.3.2020

Fuels in electricity production tax-exempt since 1 January 1997.1)

Reformulated, since 1 January 1993, also sulphur-free since 1 September 2004. Fossil fuel.2)

Sulphur-free, sulphur content < 50 ppm since 1 July 1993, sulphur content < 10 ppm since 1 September 2004. Fossil fuel.3)

Tax class I: others4)

Tax class II: industry and professional greenhouses5)

Collection of oil pollution fees is discontinued until the capital of the oil protection fund falls below 5 million euro.6)

Energy tax included in excise taxes.7)

Energy content tax included in excise taxes.8)

Carbon dioxide tax included in excise taxes.9)

Excise taxes contain energy content tax, carbon dioxide tax, and energy tax.10)

Excise taxes for hard coal is in the heat production. In CHP use excise tax is lower.11)

Fossil fuel. Sulphur-free.12)
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Appendix table 2. Energy prices in heat production in September 2021

Annual change-%Price €/MWh1)Energy source3)

38.750.57Hard coal (VAT 0%)2)

.70.50Natural gas (VAT 0%)

4.123.06Forest chips (VAT 0%)4)

——Milled peat (VAT 0%)4)

Inclusive of excise duties.1)

The coal price is preliminary.2)

Sources: Energy Authority, Finnish Customs, FOEX Indexes Ltd, The Bioenergy Association of Finland, Statistics Finland.3)

Price of forest chippings average for 3rd quarter, the price of milled peat not published due to too few observations.4)

Appendix table 3. Consumer prices of heating energy in September 2021

Annual change-%Price €/MWh1)Energy source2)

45.1102.9Light fuel (VAT 24%)

6.2145.5Household electricity, L2 (VAT 24%)

0.258.5Wood pellet (VAT 24%)4)1)

3.585.5District heat, terraced house / low-rise block of flats (VAT 24%)1)

The prices do not take into account energy conversion losses.1)

Sources: Finnish Energy, Energy Authority, Statistics Finland2)

The price of district heat is from July 2021.3)

Wood pellet price: Producer price indices 2021 August, appendix table 25.4)
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Appendix figures

Appendix figure 1. Import prices of oil

Source: Finnish Customs

Appendix figure 2. Consumer prices of principal oil products

Sources: Finnish Petroleum and Biofuels Association (–11/2018), Statistics Finland (12/2018–).

Appendix figure 3. Fuel prices in heat production

The prices include excise duties (VAT 0%). The energy content tax on natural gas and hard coal used in combined heat and power
production has been reduced by € 7.63 per MWh from the beginning of 2019. Sources: Finnish Customs, Energy Authority, The
Bioenergy Association of Finland, Statistics Finland, FOEX Indexes Ltd..
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Appendix figure 4. Fuel prices in electricity production

The fuels of electricity production are exclusive of tax. Sources: Finnish Customs, Energy Authority, The Bioenergy Association of
Finland, Statistics Finland, FOEX Indexes Ltd..

Appendix figure 5. Price of electricity by type of consumer

The prices include electrical energy, transmission fee and taxes. Sources: Energy Authority, Statistics Finland.

Appendix figure 6. Average monthly spot prices at the Nord Pool
Spot power exchange

Source: Nord Pool Spot
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